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0. Introduction

This paper concerns representations of acyclic quivers of affine type Ãn. The under-
lying graph of any such quiver is the n-cycle as drawn below, but one does not obtain a 
directed cycle after the edges have been oriented:
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Our goal here is to describe remarkable formulas which relate two discrete quantities 
that are associated to every finite-dimensional representation V of such a quiver. The first 
one has its roots in geometric invariant theory, and constitutes a numerical reduction of 
V ’s Harder-Narasimhan filtration along a special choice of stability condition. The second 
quantity of interest arises in the algebraic study of persistent homology. To obtain it, 
one first lifts V to an n-periodic zigzag persistence module over the infinite quiver
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and then catalogues the multiplicities of its indecomposable summands. Before outlining 
the main contributions of our work, we provide brief summaries of both quantities below.

0.1. Harder-Narasimhan filtrations

For the purposes of these introductory remarks, a stability condition on a finite acyclic 
quiver Q with vertex set Q0 is a map α : Q0 → R that assigns a real number αx to each 
vertex x. The α-slope of a nonzero finite-dimensional representation V of Q is the ratio

ϕα(V ) :=
∑

x∈Q0
αx · dimVx∑

x∈Q0
dimVx

.

Here Vx denotes the vector space assigned by V to each vertex x. We call V semistable if 
the inequality ϕα(U) ≤ ϕα(V ) holds for every nonzero subrepresentation U ⊂ V . Once 
we fix α, there exists a unique, finite length filtration V • of V :

0 = V 0 � V 1 � · · · � V � = V,

where the successive quotient representations Sj := V j/V j−1 are semistable and have 
strictly decreasing α-slopes. This V • is called the Harder-Narasimhan filtration [21,30]
of V along α. Our first invariant, for a specific choice of α to be described later, is the 
map Q0 → Z� that sends each x in Q0 to the vector 

(
dim(S1)x, . . . ,dim(S�)x

)
.

0.2. Zigzag persistence

Gabriel’s foundational theorems from [15] establish that the set of indecomposable 
representations of a type An quiver can be canonically identified with the collection of 
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subintervals [u, v] ⊂ [0, n −1] that have integral endpoints. The study of such representa-
tions has enjoyed a substantial recent renaissance, induced largely by their appearance in 
topological data analysis [29,9], where they are called zigzag persistence modules. Thus, 
by Gabriel’s results, every finite-dimensional zigzag persistence module P decomposes 
uniquely into a direct sum of the form

P �
⊕
[u,v]

I[u, v]du,v ;

here [u, v] ⊂ [0, n − 1] ranges over a finite set Bar(P ) called the barcode of P . For each 
such interval, I[u, v] is the corresponding indecomposable whose multiplicity, denoted 
du,v above, is a strictly positive integer. A similar interval decomposition theorem also 
holds for infinite zigzag persistence modules [5], where the endpoints of intervals are 
allowed to attain ±∞ values. Every representation V of a type Ãn quiver gives rise to 
an n-periodic infinite zigzag module L V , and the second invariant of interest is the 
associated multiplicity function Bar(L V ) → N>0.

0.3. This paper

We introduce the Euler stability condition ε : Q0 → R, which is defined on any finite 
quiver Q as follows. The underlying graph of Q forms a one-dimensional CW complex X; 
and every representation V of Q functorially induces a cellular sheaf [12] S V on X. From 
this sheaf, one can build a two-term cochain complex which computes the cohomology 
of X with S V coefficients. The corresponding Euler characteristic has the form

χ(X; S V ) =
∑
x∈Q0

(1 − degin(x)) · dimVx.

Here degin(x) equals the number of edges which point to x. Our stability condition is 
therefore given by ε(x) := 1 − degin(x).

Harder-Narasimhan filtrations along ε enjoy some surprising properties pertaining to 
barcode decompositions. As a warm-up exercise, we first consider the easiest examples, 
which are furnished by equioriented quivers of type An

x0
e1

x1
e2 · · ·

en−1
xn−1.

The representations of such quivers are called (ordinary, discrete) persistence modules. 
For any such representation V , the Harder-Narasimhan filtration V • along ε can be used 
to directly recover the multiplicities of all intervals which have the form [0, j] in Bar(V ). 
Here is a simplified version of Theorem 5.4.

Theorem (A). Let V be a persistence module and let j1 < . . . < j� be the collection of all 
indices j in {0, . . . , n− 1} satisfying [0, j] ∈ Bar(V ). Then V • has length � + 1, and for 
each integer 0 < k ≤ � the quotient Sk := V k/V k−1 satisfies
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dim(Sk)xi
=

{
d0,jk i ∈ [0, jk],
0 otherwise.

Thus, the Harder-Narasimhan filtration of V along ε recovers (the multiplicities of) all 
those intervals in Bar(V ) which have left endpoint 0. We show that one can also extract 
similar formulas for multiplicities of all the other intervals in Bar(V ) – and hence, 
the entire isomorphism class of V – by availing of Harder-Narasimhan filtrations along 
ε of V ’s restriction to certain truncated subquivers. In future work, we will describe 
a method for recovering multiplicities of all indecomposables (for representations of a 
different quiver) by using several different stability conditions at once.

Turning now to the central focus of this paper, we consider a representation V of a 
type Ãn quiver Q over an algebraically closed field. The indecomposable summands of 
V have two possible forms, illustrated below:

To the left we have N[u, v], which is obtained by wrapping an interval [u, v] ⊂ Z around 
Q; here u′ and v′ equal u and v modulo n respectively. To the right lies T[λ; w], where all 
vector spaces have the same dimension w ≥ 1 and all edge-maps are identities except for a 
Jordan block with diagonal λ 	= 0 over e0. As mentioned above, V lifts to a representation 
L V of the infinite zigzag quiver UQ obtained by unwinding Q. This lift operation L
forms a functor from the category of representations of Q to the full subcategory of 
representations of UQ spanned by n-periodic objects. Moreover, L V decomposes as a 
direct sum of the form

L V � I[−∞,∞]d
∗
∞ ⊕

⊕
[u,v]

(⊕
c∈Z

I[u + cn, v + cn]
)d∗

u,v

. (1)

The first term on the right consists of infinite intervals corresponding to the T[λ; w]
summands of V while the second term consists of (infinitely many) n-shifted copies of 
I[u, v] corresponding to the N[u, v] summands. Here is a condensed description of our 
main result, Theorem 7.4.
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Theorem (B). Let V be a representation of an acyclic type Ãn quiver Q over an alge-
braically closed field. Let V • be the Harder-Narasimhan filtration of V along ε, and let 
Sj := V j/V j−1 be its successive quotients. If ϕε(Sj) is nonzero, then for each vertex 
x ∈ Q0 we have:

dim(Sj)x =
∑

N[u,v]

d∗u,v · dimN[u, v]x

where the sum is over all N[u, v] appearing in the decomposition of V which have the 
same ε-slope as Sj. And similarly, if ϕε(Sj) equals 0, then for each vertex x ∈ Q0, we 
have

dim(Sj)x = d∗∞ +
∑

N[u,v]

d∗u,v · dimN[u, v]x

where the sum is over indecomposable summands N[u, v] of V that satisfy ϕε(N[u, v]) =
0.

Since L V is periodic, the multiplicities d∗∞ and d∗u,v of its indecomposable summands 
can be computed by restricting to a sufficiently long finite zigzag persistence module 
via the algorithms of [9,10] — see Corollary 7.5 and the subsequent Remark 7.7 for 
complexity estimates. We hope that the results of this paper will encourage not only the 
use of tools from geometric invariant theory in the study of persistence modules, but also 
facilitate an influx of techniques from topological data analysis for efficient computation 
of Harder-Narasimhan filtrations.

0.4. Organisation

Sections 1, 2 and 3 contain notation and preliminary material pertaining to quiver 
representations, their direct sum decompositions into indecomposable representations, 
and Harder-Narasimhan filtrations respectively. In Section 4 we introduce the Euler 
stability condition, and in Section 5 we prove Theorem (A). In Section 6 we describe the 
infinite zigzag persistence modules arising as lifts of Ãn quiver representations. Finally, 
Section 7 contains the proof of Theorem (B) along with some of its consequences.

0.5. Related work

The recent work of Kinser [26] classifies totally stable conditions on type A quivers, 
for which every indecomposable is stable, rather than semistable.1 Using such a stability 
condition instead of ε in Section 5 would allow us to recover the entire barcode at once 

1 In this context, a Q-representation V is called stable with respect to α : Q0 → R if the strict inequality 
ϕα(U) < ϕα(V ) holds for every subrepresentation 0 � U � V .
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from the HN filtration (rather than only the intervals with left endpoint 0). We note in 
passing that total stability conditions have also been described for quivers of type D and 
E by Diaz, Gilbert and Kinser in [13]. For more complicated quivers, however, the set of 
totally stable conditions is always empty.

In [22], Hille and de la Peña characterise stable representations of tame quivers when 
the stability condition is in a neighbourhood of a quantity called the defect. For Ãn

quivers, the defect happens to coincide with the Euler slope, and hence their work yields 
a different proof of our Proposition 7.3. Unlike their argument, ours does not use any 
knowledge of tame hereditary algebras (besides the list of indecomposable type Ã quiver 
representations). More recently, Apruzzese and Igusa [1] have used a geometric model to 
determine the maximum finite number of stable indecomposables of type Ã quivers as 
the stability condition is varied.

The idea of relating indecomposables of a quiver to those of its universal cover, which 
is exploited heavily in Section 6, dates back to the work of Riedtmann, [31] Bongartz-
Gabriel [4], Gabriel [16] and Green [19]. An algorithmic perspective on covering theory 
for representations of strictly alternating Ãn quivers has been employed in the work of 
Burghelea and Dey on circle-valued persistence [7], where indecomposables of the form 
T[λ; w] are called Jordan cells. Similarly, Cheng [11] presents a polynomial time algo-
rithm to compute Harder-Narasimhan filtrations with respect to any stability condition 
by relating them to the so-called discrepancies of quiver representations. Computing 
discrepancies requires finding the largest c such that a given space of matrices has a 
c-shrunk subspace. Although this last problem admits a polynomial-time algorithm [23], 
we are not aware of any practical implementations.

Finally, the work of Henselman and Ghrist [18] seeks to generalise persistence barcodes 
for functors to non-abelian categories by viewing (ordinary) persistence modules as lattice 
homomorphisms from a lattice of intervals with respect to a certain partial order. In 
contrast, the ε-slope defines a total preorder on the set of intervals. If the interval modules 
are all stable (i.e., if the stability condition is totally stable in the sense of [26]), then 
this preorder is an order and the HN filtration constitutes a subsaecular series in the 
language of [18].

Acknowledgements

We thank Fabian Haiden, Emile Jacquard and Frances Kirwan for several helpful 
conversations. We are grateful to the anonymous referee for several helpful remarks and 
corrections.

1. Quiver representation preliminaries

The study of quiver representations is a vast enterprise spanning algebra and geometry, 
so we will restrict our focus here on the aspects relevant to this work; comprehensive 
treatments can be found in [27] and [33].
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A quiver Q consists of two sets Q0 and Q1, whose elements are called vertices and 
edges respectively, equipped with two functions s, t : Q1 → Q0 called the source and 
target map. We typically write e : x → y when indicating that the edge e has source 
s(e) = x and target t(e) = y. A path of Q is any nonempty finite sequence of edges 
p = (e1, . . . , ek) so that s(ej) = t(ej−1) holds across all 1 < j ≤ k. The source and target 
maps extend to any such p by setting s(p) = s(e1) and t(p) = t(ek), and we call p a cycle
of Q whenever the source and target vertex of p are identical. The quiver Q is called
acyclic if it does not contain any such cycles.

Let us fix, once and for all, a ground field K so that all vector spaces and linear maps 
encountered henceforth are understood to be defined over K. A representation V of Q is 
an assignment of

(1) a vector space Vx to each vertex x ∈ Q0, and
(2) a linear map Ve : Vx → Vy to each edge e : x → y in Q1.

Unless stated otherwise, we will assume that both Q0 and Q1 are finite, and we will 
only consider finite-dimensional representations of Q — i.e., each Vx is required to be 
finite-dimensional over K. The map dimV : Q0 → Z sending each x to dimVx is called 
the dimension vector of V .

A morphism of representations f : V → V ′ is a collection of vertex-indexed linear 
maps {fx : Vx → V ′

x | x ∈ Q0} so that for each edge e : x → y in Q1 the evident diagram 
of vector spaces commutes:

Vx

fx

Ve

V ′
x

V ′
e

Vy
fy

V ′
y

Equivalently, the identity ft(e) ◦ Ve = V ′
e ◦ fs(e) holds for every edge e ∈ Q1. With this 

definition of morphisms in place, the representations of Q define an abelian category 
Rep(Q), see [15, Section 1.2]. Injective and surjective morphisms, kernels, images, quo-
tients, direct sums and the zero object are all defined pointwise in Rep(Q). We say that 
V is a subrepresentation of another representation V ′ whenever there exists an injective 
morphism V ↪→ V ′, in which case we simply write V ⊂ V ′.

Remark 1.1. The quiver Q is a subquiver of another quiver Q′ = (s′, t′ : Q′
1 → Q′

0) if 
we have Q0 ⊂ Q′

0 and Q1 ⊂ Q′
1 so that s and t are restrictions of s′ and t′ respectively. 

Given such a subquiver, we note that each representation V ′ of Q′ automatically induces a 
representation V of Q by restricting to the available vertices and edges. Namely, Vx := V ′

x

for all x ∈ Q0 and Ve := V ′
e for all e ∈ Q1.
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2. Harder-Narasimhan filtrations

Harder-Narasimhan filtrations were originally introduced for the purpose of studying 
moduli spaces of vector bundles over algebraic curves [21]; they have since been employed 
in a plethora of other contexts [25,6,20], including geometric invariant theory [32, Chapter 
4.2].

The Grothendieck group K(A ) of an abelian category A is the abelian group gen-
erated by the objects of A subject to the relation that V = U + W whenever there is 
an exact sequence 0 → U → V → W → 0. By a stability condition on A we mean 
an abelian group homomorphism Z : K(A ) → (C, +) valued in the (additive) com-
plex numbers, so that every nonzero object U is mapped to the right half plane, i.e.
ReZ(U) > 0. Given such a stability condition, the Z-slope of a nonzero object V in A
is the real number

ϕZ(V ) := ImZ(V )
ReZ(V ) .

Definition 2.1. Let Z be a stability condition on A . A nonzero object V in A is Z-
semistable if its nonzero subobjects have smaller or equal slopes. In other words, ϕZ(U) �
ϕZ(V ) holds whenever there exists an injective morphism U ↪→ V in A with U 	= 0.

The importance of semistable objects in the study of moduli spaces stems from the fact 
that every nonzero object admits a unique filtration for which the successive quotients 
are semistable and have strictly decreasing slopes. A proof of the following result (for the 
category of representations of a fixed quiver) can be found in [22, Theorem 2.5]; more 
generally, see [20, Theorem 4.2].

Theorem 2.2. Let A be a finite length (i.e., Noetherian and Artinian) abelian category 
equipped with a stability condition Z : K(A ) → (C, +). Every object V 	= 0 of A admits 
a unique filtration V • := HN•

Z(V ):

0 = V 0 � V 1 � · · · � V � = V

whose successive quotients V j/V j−1 are all Z-semistable with strictly decreasing Z-
slopes, i.e.,

ϕZ(V j/V j−1) > ϕZ(V j+1/V j).

(This unique V • is called the Harder-Narasimhan, or HN, filtration of V along Z.)

Remark 2.3. In particular, it follows from uniqueness that a nonzero object V of A is 
Z-semistable if and only if the corresponding HN filtration is the trivial one 0 � V .
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Let Hom(Q0, Z) be the abelian group consisting of functions Q0 → Z with addition 
defined vertex-wise. When Q is acyclic, the map V �→ dimV furnishes an isomorphism 
K(Rep(Q)) � Hom(Q0, Z) — see for instance [27, Theorem 1.15]. As a result, every 
stability condition on Rep(Q) amounts to a function β : Q0 → C sending vertices x
to complex numbers βx, subject to the requirement that Reβx > 0. It is customary to 
assign numbers of the form βx = 1 + i · αx for arbitrary real numbers αx [22,30], which 
makes no difference to semistability (but is liable to alter HN filtrations). Thus, the 
stability conditions of interest are precisely the functions α : Q0 → R, and for such a 
function the corresponding α-slope of V ∈ Rep(Q) equals

ϕα(V ) =
∑

x∈Q0
αx · dimVx∑

x∈Q0
dimVx

.

Crucially, the uniqueness result of Theorem 2.2 applies only after the stability con-
dition has been fixed — in particular, varying α : Q0 → R is liable to produce a very 
different HN filtration of the same representation. If α is identically zero for instance, 
then all quiver representations are semistable with slope 0, and hence have trivial HN 
filtrations. Our focus here will be on a specific choice of stability condition ε arising from 
cellular sheaf cohomology, which is described in Section 4. Throughout the remainder of 
this section, however, we fix an arbitrary α and all instances of slopes, stability and HN 
filtrations encountered here are with respect to this fixed α.

The following result was established for vector bundles in [35, §2]; the version stated 
below is [30, Lemma 2.2].

Lemma 2.4. The following properties hold for every exact sequence

0 → U → X → V → 0

in Rep(Q) with U, V and X all nonzero:

(1) min(ϕ(U), ϕ(V )) � ϕ(X) � max(ϕ(U), ϕ(V )); and moreover,
(2) if ϕ(U) = ϕ(V ) with U and V semistable, then X is also semistable.

It will be convenient for our purposes to describe the HN filtrations of direct sums in 
terms of the HN filtrations of constituent factors. To this end, given any representation 
V in Rep(Q), we consider the HN filtration V • as being indexed over the real line in 
the following manner. The HN R-filtration of V is the assignment t �→ VR(t) of quiver 
representations to real numbers obtained by setting

VR(t) := V �t�ϕ ;

here t�ϕ is the smallest integer i ≥ 0 satisfying t ≥ ϕ(V i+1/V i), as illustrated below:
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V 2

ϕ(V 2/V 1)

V 1

ϕ(V 1/V 0)

VR(t)

t

V 0

. . .

Given s ≥ t in R, we have s�ϕ ≤ t�ϕ, so there is an obvious inclusion VR(t) ↪→ VR(s). 
Thus, VR constitutes a functor from the ≥-ordered set of real numbers to the category 
Rep(Q). There is a natural direct sum operation on such functors, where [UR ⊕ VR](t)
equals UR(t) ⊕ VR(t) for each t ∈ R.

The following result is well-known to experts, but we were unable to find it in the 
literature and have included a proof for completeness.

Proposition 2.5. For nonzero U and V in Rep(Q), we have (U ⊕ V )R = UR ⊕ VR.

Proof. Writing � and m for the lengths of U• and V • respectively, let

Φ :=
{
ϕ(U i/U i−1)

}
1≤i≤�

∪
{
ϕ(V j/V j−1)

}
1≤j≤m

be the union of slopes attained by the successive quotients of both filtrations. By con-
struction, (U ⊕ V )R is locally constant on R − Φ. Let θ1 > . . . > θn be the slopes in Φ
arranged in strictly decreasing order, and consider the filtration W • of U ⊕ V given by 
W k := [UR ⊕ VR](θk) for each 1 ≤ k ≤ n. We now claim that W • is the HN filtration of 
(U ⊕ V ). To see this, note that we have an isomorphism of quotient representations

W k

W k−1 � UR(θk)
UR(θk−1)

⊕ VR(θk)
VR(θk−1)

(2)

for each k. We will now show that W k/W k−1 is semistable with slope θk, which – when 
combined with the uniqueness guarantee of Theorem 2.2 – produces the desired result. 
By (2), we have a (split) exact sequence of the form

0 → UR(θk)
UR(θk−1)

↪→ W k

W k−1 � VR(θk)
VR(θk−1)

→ 0

The two summands on the right side of (2) are either trivial or semistable with slope θk
by construction. In the nontrivial case, the first assertion of Lemma 2.4 ensures that the 
slope of W k/W k−1 is also θk, while the second assertion guarantees semistability. �
3. Indecomposables and barcodes

A representation V 	= 0 of a quiver Q is indecomposable if it cannot be written as a 
direct sum of two nontrivial representations. Since we have assumed that Q is finite and 
V is finite-dimensional, the Krull-Schmidt theorem [2,28] applies, so there is a unique 
pair consisting of a finite set Ind(V ) of indecomposable representations and a function 
Ind(V ) → N>0 denoted I �→ dI that satisfies
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V =
⊕

I∈Ind(V )

IdI .

It follows from Proposition 2.5 that the HN filtrations of all I in Ind(V ) determine the 
HN filtration of V , so in principle it suffices to restrict attention to indecomposable 
representations. Unfortunately, the task of decomposing a given V ∈ Rep(Q) into in-
decomposables, and the task of cataloguing all possible indecomposables in Rep(Q) are 
both remarkably difficult problems for arbitrary Q. Two prominent exceptions are the 
Dynkin quivers of type A and Ã, whose indecomposables we describe below.

3.1. Quivers of type A

Gabriel’s seminal result [15] established that Rep(Q) is representation finite2 if and 
only if the undirected graph obtained from Q by ignoring source and target information is 
a disjoint union of simply-laced Dynkin diagrams (i.e., of types A, D and E). In particular, 
we recall that a quiver Q is said to be of type An for some n ≥ 0 whenever its underlying 
graph is:

x0
e1

x1
e2 · · ·

en−1
xn−1.

Representations of type An quivers are also called zigzag persistence modules [9]. If 
s(ei) = xi−1 and t(ei) = xi holds for each i, then Q is called equioriented, and its 
representations are (ordinary) persistence modules [36].

Definition 3.1. Let Q be a quiver of type An and consider a subinterval [u, v] ⊂ [0, n − 1]
with u and v integers. The interval module I[u, v] is the representation of Q defined as 
follows. The vector spaces assigned to vertices are

I[u, v]xi
=

{
K if i ∈ [u, v]
0 otherwise.

The linear map I[u, v]ej assigned to the edge ej is the identity idK whenever both source 
and target vector spaces are nontrivial, and is necessarily zero otherwise.

The following result is a direct consequence of Gabriel’s theorem [15].

Theorem 3.2. Let Q be a type An quiver. Then up to isomorphism, the indecomposables 
of Rep(Q) are precisely the interval modules I[u, v] for [u, v] ⊂ [0, n − 1].

2 Representation finiteness of Q means that there are only finitely many indecomposables in Rep(Q)
which attain a given dimension vector.
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It follows directly from the above result that for every zigzag persistence module V
there exists a unique finite set Bar(V ) containing subintervals of [0, n − 1] and a unique 
function Bar(V ) → N>0 denoted [u, v] �→ duv which satisfy the following property: there 
is an isomorphism

V �
⊕

[u,v]∈Bar(V )

I[u, v]duv (3)

in Rep(Q). This set Bar(V ) is called the barcode of V while [u, v] �→ duv is called the
multiplicity function. There are practical algorithms which can compute both barcodes 
and multiplicities for zigzag persistence modules — see [9].

In this paper we will also be interested in representations of type A∞ quivers; the 
underlying graph of any such quiver Q has vertices indexed by Z as depicted below:

· · ·
e−1

x−1
e0

x0
e1

x1
e2 · · ·

Interval modules I[u, v] in Rep(Q) are described as in Definition 3.1, except that in 
addition to the usual subintervals [u, v] ⊂ Z, one also allows infinite intervals with 
u = −∞ or v = ∞ or both. The following result summarises [5, Theorem 1.6 and 
Theorem 1.7].

Theorem 3.3. Let Q be a type A∞ quiver. Then,

(1) the only indecomposable objects in Rep(Q) are the interval modules; and moreover,
(2) every V ∈ Rep(Q) satisfying dimVx < ∞ for all x ∈ Q0 admits a unique (and not 

necessarily finite) set Bar(V ) consisting of subintervals [u, v] ⊂ Z ∪ {±∞} and a 
multiplicity function d : Bar(V ) → Z>0 so that the decomposition

V �
⊕

[u,v]∈Bar(V )

I[u, v]duv

holds in Rep(Q).

3.2. Affine quivers of type Ã

We say that Q is of type Ãn if its underlying graph has the form

xn−1

e0 en−1

x0 e1
x1 e2

· · ·
en−3

xn−3 en−2
xn−2,

(4)
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for n > 1. In this section we assume that the ground field K is algebraically closed. With 
this assumption in place, the indecomposables of Q can be classified into two families, 
which we describe below (with illustrative examples to follow).

Definition 3.4. Let Q be a quiver of type Ãn.

(1) For each interval [u, v] ⊂ Z, the representation N[u, v] of Q is defined as follows. 
Setting � := v−u

n �, the vector space assigned to xj is

N[u, v]xj
=

{
K�+1 if j ∈ [u, v] mod n, and
K� otherwise.

The linear map over ej is the identity whenever its source and target vector spaces 
are equidimensional; the exceptional cases occur when j equals either u or v + 1
modulo n. In such cases, if ej has a clockwise orientation, then we have:

N[u, v]ej =

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
[0 id�] if (u mod n) = j 	= (v + 1 mod n),
[id� 0]T if (u mod n) 	= j = (v + 1 mod n), and[ 0 id�

0 0

]
if (u mod n) = j = (v + 1 mod n)

.

Similarly, when ej has a counterclockwise orientation, N[u, v]ej is the transpose of 
the appropriate matrix above.

(2) For each field element λ 	= 0 in K and integer w ≥ 1, let T[λ; w] be the Q-
representation which assigns to every vertex the vector space Kw, to every edge 
ej for j 	= 0 the identity map idw, and to e0 the Jordan block with λ along its 
diagonal.

We observe that N[u, v] and N[u′, v′] are isomorphic whenever both (a) lengths v−u

and v′ − u′ coincide, and (b) the equalities u = u′ and v = v′ hold modulo n. To remove 
the ambiguity, we will implicitly assume henceforth that u lies in {0, . . . , n− 1} for every 
N[u, v].

Example 3.5. Here is the representation N[1, 9] of a type Ã6 quiver; note that the di-
mension is larger between vertices x1 and x3, and that unlabelled arrows carry identity 
maps:

K

K [ 0
1

] K2 K2 K2
[1 0]

K
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Similarly, here is the representation T[2; 3] of the same quiver:

K3[ 2 1 0
0 2 1
0 0 2

]

K3 K3 K3 K3 K3

A proof of the following result can be found in [14].

Theorem 3.6. A representation of a type Ãn quiver is indecomposable if and only if it is 
isomorphic either to N[u, v] for some interval [u, v] ⊂ Z or to T[λ; w] for some λ 	= 0 in 
K and w ≥ 1 in Z.

4. The Euler stability condition

The stability condition that we will use throughout this paper is simple to define. By 
the discussion following Remark 2.3, we only require a function Q0 → R. This function 
is

x �→ (1 − # {e ∈ Q1 | t(e) = x}) ,

with # denoting cardinality. Readers who are satisfied with this definition may safely 
proceed to the next section; in this section we will only describe the reasons which have 
motivated our choice.

Consider a CW complex X, write σ ≤ τ to indicate that the cell σ lies in the boundary 
of the cell τ in X, and denote the poset of cells ordered by this face relation by (X, ≤). 
A cellular sheaf F on X is a functor from (X, ≤) to the category Vect(K) of K-vector 
spaces [12]. Thus, F assigns to each cell σ a vector space Fσ and to each face relation 
σ ≤ τ a linear map Fστ : Fσ → Fτ , subject to two axioms:

(1) (identity) the map Fσσ : Fσ → Fσ is the identity for each cell σ, and
(2) (associativity) across any triple σ ≤ τ ≤ ν of cells, we have Fσν = Fτν ◦ Fστ .

When X is one-dimensional, the associativity axiom holds automatically since there are 
no triples of the form σ < τ < ν. Cellular sheaves on X form an abelian category 
Shf(X) whose morphisms are given by the natural transformations between functors 
(X, ≤) → Vect(K).

Let F be a cellular sheaf on a CW complex X, and consider the sequence of vector 
spaces and linear maps

0 C0(X;F )
δ0
F

C1(X;F )
δ1
F · · · , (5)
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where Cj(X; F ) :=
∏

dimσ=j Fσ for each dimension j, and the map δjF has the following 
block structure. Its component Fσ → Fτ equals

δjF |στ :=
{

[σ : τ ] · Fστ if σ ≤ τ

0 otherwise,

with [σ : τ ] denoting the degree of the attaching map of τ ’s boundary along σ. A simple 
calculation [12, Lemma 6.2.2] confirms that (5) is a cochain complex, and the associated 
cohomology is denoted Hj(X; F ) := ker δjF

/
img δj−1

F . If these sheaf cohomology groups 
are finite dimensional for all j and vanish for j � 0, then there is a well-defined Euler 
characteristic of F :

χ(X;F ) :=
∑
j≥0

(−1)j · dimHj(X;F ),

which (as usual) also equals the alternating sum 
∑

j≥0(−1)j · dimCj(X; F ) whenever 
this sum makes sense.

The graph underlying any quiver may be treated as a one-dimensional regular CW 
complex — cells of dimension 0 and 1 are Q0 and Q1 respectively. In this case, the zeroth 
sheaf cohomology H0(X; S V ) coincides with the space of sections [34, Section 1] of V .

Definition 4.1. Let Q be a quiver with underlying graph X. The associated sheaf functor
S : Rep(Q) → Shf (X) sends each V in Rep(Q) to the cellular sheaf S V in Shf (X)
which assigns to each cell σ ∈ Q0 ∪Q1 the vector space:

(S V )σ :=
{

Vσ if σ ∈ Q0
Vt(σ) if σ ∈ Q1,

and to each face relation σ � τ , with τ ∈ Q1 and σ ∈ {s(τ), t(τ)}, the linear map:

(S V )στ :=
{

Vτ if σ = s(τ)
idVσ

if σ = t(τ).

Morphisms V → W in Rep(Q) induce morphisms S V → SW in Shf (X) in a straight-
forward manner.

Our next result shows that the Euler characteristic χ(X; S V ) can form the imaginary 
part of a stability condition on Rep(Q).

Proposition 4.2. Let Q be a quiver with underlying graph X. The map V �→ χ(X; S V )
is a well-defined group homomorphism K0(Rep(Q)) → (R, +).
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Proof. It is not difficult to confirm that the functor S is exact, so every exact sequence 
0 → U → V → W → 0 in Rep(Q) produces a short exact sequence of cochain complexes

0 → C•(X; SU) → C•(X; S V ) → C•(X; SW ) → 0.

Passing to the long exact sequence on sheaf cohomology, we obtain the desired equality 
χ(X; S V ) = χ(X; SU) + χ(X; SW ). �

Since there are only two nontrivial cochain groups to consider in (5) when X is the 
underlying graph of a quiver Q, we have for each V in Rep(Q) the formula

χ(X; S V ) =
∑
x∈Q0

dimVx −
∑
e∈Q1

dimVt(e) by (5) and Def 4.1,

=
∑
x∈Q0

(1 − degin(x)) · dimVx .

Here degin(x) := # {e ∈ Q1 | t(e) = x}. We have arrived at the desired stability condi-
tion.

Definition 4.3. The Euler stability condition for an acyclic quiver Q is the map ε : Q0 →
R given by ε(x) := (1 −degin(x)), and the associated slope defined for V 	= 0 in Rep(Q)
by

ϕε(V ) :=
∑

x∈Q0
ε(x) · dimVx∑

x∈Q0
dimVx

,

is called the Euler slope.

5. HN filtrations of ordinary persistence modules

Throughout this section, Q will denote the equioriented quiver of type An for some 
n ≥ 1, and V will denote a fixed nonzero object of Rep(Q), i.e., an ordinary persistence 
module:

V0
f1

V1
f2 · · ·

fn−1
Vn−1 . (6)

Our goal here is to link the barcode decomposition of V from (3), recalled below:

V �
⊕

[u,v]∈Bar(V )

I[u, v]duv ,

to its HN filtration with respect to the Euler stability condition (see Theorem 2.2 and 
Definition 4.3). The first step in this direction is to establish some general results which 
hold for a wider class of stability conditions.
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5.1. General results for antitone slopes

Let � denote the lexicographical total ordering on subintervals of [0, n − 1], where 
[u, v] � [u′, v′] holds if we have either u < u′ or both u = u′ and v ≤ v′. Let α : Q0 → R be 
a stability condition on Q with associated slope ϕα. We say that our slope ϕα is antitone
if the inequality ϕα(I[u, v]) ≥ ϕα(I[u′, v′]) holds in R whenever we have [u, v] � [u′, v′].

Lemma 5.1. If ϕα is antitone, then every interval module I[u, v] for [u, v] ∈ Bar(V ) is 
α-semistable.

Proof. Fix an interval [u, v] ∈ Bar(V ), and consider a nonzero submodule U ⊂ I[u, v]. 
Using the barcode decomposition of U from Theorem 3.2 followed by Lemma 2.4, we 
obtain the inequality

ϕα(U) ≤ max
[u′,v′]∈Bar(U)

ϕα(I[u′, v′]).

Thus, we are required to prove that ϕα(I[u′, v′]) ≤ ϕα(I[u, v]) holds whenever I[u′, v′] is 
a submodule of I[u, v]. It is readily checked that this submodule condition holds if and 
only if u′ ≥ u and v′ = v. This fact follows from [3, Theorem 4.2(i)], but for completeness 
let us recall that we need u′ ≥ u for dimension reasons. Moreover, v′ = v follows from 
the fact that if v exceeds v′ then the following diagram of vector spaces fails to commute:

K = I[u′, v′]v′ 0 = I[u′, v′]v′+1

K = I[u, v]v′
id

K = I[u, v]v′+1

(7)

Thus, we have [u, v] � [u′, v′] and the desired conclusion follows because ϕα is anti-
tone. �

For antitone ϕα’s we can now describe HN filtrations directly in terms of barcodes.

Proposition 5.2. Assume that the slope ϕα is antitone, then for each t ∈ R the HN 
R-filtration of V evaluated at t is given by

VR(t) �
⊕
[u,v]

I[u, v]duv , (8)

where the sum is over all [u, v] ∈ Bar(V ) satisfying ϕα(I[u, v]) ≥ t. The multiplicities 
duv are the ones appearing in (3) and the isomorphism can be obtained by restricting the 
decomposition from (3).
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Proof. We know from Lemma 5.1 that interval modules are semistable for antitone ϕα. 
By Remark 2.3, the HN filtration of such a module is the trivial one (0 � I[u, v]), which 
clearly satisfies (8). By Proposition 2.5, the left side of (8) is (also) additive, whence V
satisfies (8) as claimed. �
Corollary 5.3. Assume that ϕα is antitone and that the HN filtration V • of V has length 
�. Then for each j in {1, . . . , �}, we have an isomorphism

V j

V j−1 �
⊕
[u,v]

I[u, v]duv ,

where the sum ranges over all [u, v] ∈ Bar(V ) satisfying ϕα(I[u, v]) = ϕα(V j/V j−1), 
and where d indicates the multiplicity function of V from (3).

5.2. Specific results for Euler slopes

We continue to work with a fixed persistence module V as in (6), but now specialise 
to the Euler stability condition ε : Q0 → R from Definition 4.3. It is immediate from 
this definition that the Euler slope of V is

ϕε(V ) = dimV0∑n−1
i=0 dimVi

. (9)

Here is the full version of Theorem (A) from the Introduction.

Theorem 5.4. Let [u, v] �→ du,v be the multiplicity function of V as described in (3), and 
let J be the (possibly empty) set of all indices j ∈ {0, . . . , n− 1} for which [0, j] lies in 
Bar(V ). Then,

(1) the length � of the (Euler) HN filtration V • is

� = 1 + (#J);

and moreover,
(2) if the elements of J are j1 < . . . < j�−1 and J∗ is the set of all intervals [u, v] ∈

Bar(V ) with u 	= 0, then we have

V k

V k−1 =
{

I[0, jk]d0,jk if k < �⊕
[u,v]∈J∗ I[u, v]du,v if k = �.

Proof. Replacing V by an indecomposable module I[u, v] in the formula (9) gives

ϕε(I[u, v]) =
{

1
v+1 , if u = 0
0 otherwise.
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Thus, ϕε is antitone and we may apply Corollary 5.3 to establish both assertions. �
The preceding result establishes a direct relationship between barcode decompositions 

and (Euler) HN filtrations of ordinary persistence modules — to obtain the HN filtration 
from the barcode inductively, one lexicographically orders the intervals in Bar(V ) with 
left endpoint zero as [0, j0] ≺ [0, j1] ≺ · · · ≺ [0, jn−1]; then for k < �, we have

V k � V k−1 ⊕ I[0, jk]d0,jk .

Conversely, it is possible to extract the multiplicity of any interval of the form [0, v] in 
Bar(V ) by using the HN filtration: there is at most one index k for which the equality 
ϕε(V k/V k−1) = 1/(v+1) holds. If such a k exists, then we have d0,v = dim(V k/V k−1)x0 ; 
otherwise, [0, v] is not in Bar(V ). There is, however, no separation of intervals [u, v] ∈ J∗

from each other since all of them have slope 0. Two remedies are available for this unfor-
tunate incompleteness — the first of these comes in the form of slopes which separate all 
intervals in Bar(V ). Any such totally stable slope [26], if used instead of ε in the proofs 
above, would allow us to recover the entire barcode of V via successive quotients of the 
associated HN filtration. The second remedy is described below.

Remark 5.5. Let us label the vertices and edges of the underlying quiver Q as follows:

x0
e1

x1
e2 · · ·

en−1
xn−1.

For each integer k in {0, . . . , n− 1}, define Q≥k to be the type An−k subquiver of Q
consisting of vertices {xj | k ≤ j ≤ n− 1} and all the edges between them. Let V ≥k be 
the representation of Q≥k obtained by restricting V to Q�k. By the restriction principle 
[9], the decomposition (3) becomes

V �k �
⊕
[u,v]

I[max(u− k, 0), v − k]duv ,

where the sum is over all intervals [u, v] ∈ Bar(V ) satisfying v ≥ k. For a fixed interval 
[k, v] in Bar(V ), the above decomposition induces the relation on multiplicities

dk,v = d≥k
0,v−k −

∑
[u,v]

du,v.

Here d≥k
0,v−k denotes the multiplicity of [0, v − k] in Bar(V �k), and the sum is over 

intervals [u, v] in Bar(V ) satisfying u < k. By Theorem 5.4, we have that d≥k
0,v−k can be 

recovered from the HN filtration of V ≥k along the Euler stability condition. Thus, we 
can inductively reconstruct the entire multiplicity function of V from the HN filtrations 
of 

{
V ≥k | k ≥ 0

}
.
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6. Unwinding affine type Ã quivers

We say that a quiver is of type A∞ whenever its underlying graph has the form

· · ·
a−1

y−1
a0

y0
a1

y1
a2 · · ·

Explicitly, the vertex set is identified with the set of integers Z, and there is a unique 
edge between every adjacent pair of integers. Thus, representations of A∞ quivers are 
infinite zigzag persistence modules.

We now fix a quiver Q = (s, t : Q1 → Q0) of type Ãn labelled as in (4).

Definition 6.1. The unwinding of Q is a quiver UQ of type A∞ whose vertex and edge sets 
are UQ0 := Q0×Z and UQ1 := Q1×Z, with source and target maps σ, τ : UQ1 → UQ0
given as follows: for all j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n− 1} and c ∈ Z, we have

σ(ej , c) := (s(ej), c) and τ(ej , c) := (t(ej), c).

If s(e0) = x0 then the edge (e0, c) ∈ UQ1 has source (x0, c) and target (xn−1, c − 1) for 
each c ∈ Z. Conversely, if s(e0) = xn−1, then (e0, c) has source (xn−1, c − 1) and target 
(x0, c).

Let ρ : UQ0 → Z be the bijection (xi, c) �→ i + cn; for each interval [p, q] ⊂ Z, let 
UQp,q ⊂ UQ denote the truncated subquiver spanned by all vertices satisfying ρ(xj , c) ∈
[p, q] and the edges between them.

Example 6.2. Here is Ã6 quiver from Example 3.5 depicted above its unwinding. The 
labels above and below the vertices of the unwinding are ρ(UQ0) and UQ0 respectively.

y−1 y0 y1 y2 y3 y4 y5 y6

(x0, 0) (x1, 0) (x2, 0) (x3, 0) (x4, 0) (x5, 0)(x5,−1) (x0, 1)

x0 x1 x2 x3 x4

x5

. . . . . .

As before, we only consider representations whose assigned vector spaces are all finite-
dimensional. Such a representation W ∈ Rep(UQ) is said to be periodic whenever we 
have:

W(xj ,c) = W(xj ,c+1) for all (xj , c) ∈ UQ0, and

W(ej ,c) = W(ej ,c+1) for all (ej , c) ∈ UQ1.
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We denote by PRep(UQ) the full subcategory of Rep(UQ) which consists of all such 
periodic representations. Crucially, we do not require that the morphisms in PRep(UQ)
be periodic, otherwise the resulting category would be equivalent to Rep(Q).

Proposition 6.3. Up to isomorphism, the indecomposable representations in PRep(UQ)
are either

(1) the infinite interval module I[−∞, ∞], or
(2) the direct sum Σ[u, v] :=

⊕
c∈Z I[u + cn, v + cn] for some interval [u, v] ⊂ Z.

Proof. Since PRep(UQ) is a subcategory of Rep(UQ), it follows from Theorem 3.3 that 
every representation W in PRep(UQ) admits a decomposition into indecomposables in 
Rep(UQ) of the form

W �
⊕
[u,v]

I[u, v]du,v . (10)

Here the sum ranges over intervals [u, v] ⊂ Z lying in the barcode Bar(W ), and du,v
is the multiplicity of each such interval as described in (3). We first claim that the 
multiplicity function is n-periodic — namely, for all [p, q] ⊂ Z, we have dp,q = dp+n,q+n. 
To verify this claim, let W p,q denote the representation of UQp,q obtained by restricting 
W to the available vertices and edges. By (10), we have

W p−1,q+1 �
⊕
[u,v]

I
[
[u, v] ∩ [p− 1, q + 1]

]du,v

where the sum is over intervals [u, v] ∈ Bar(W ) that have nonempty intersection with 
[p − 1, q + 1]. The desired n-periodicity of d now follows from the fact that the left side 
remains invariant if p and q are replaced by p + n and q + n respectively. Similarly, 
Bar(W ) can not contain any intervals of the form [u, ∞] or [−∞, v] — the inclusion of 
any [u, ∞] interval would, for instance, force the inclusion of [u + cn, ∞] for all c ∈ Z, 
which contradicts the finite dimensionality of W . Thus, (10) becomes

W � I[−∞,∞]d−∞,∞ ⊕
⊕
[u,v]

(⊕
c∈Z

I[u + cn, v + cn]
)du,v

= I[−∞,∞]d−∞,∞ ⊕
⊕
[u,v]

Σ[u, v]du,v ,

where the sums range over intervals [u, v] ∈ Bar(W ) with 0 � u < n. Moreover, 
since PRep(UQ) is a full subcategory of Rep(UQ), the above decomposition holds in 
PRep(UQ), as desired. Finally, we note that I[−∞, ∞] is indecomposable in PRep(UQ)
because it is indecomposable in the larger category Rep(UQ) by Theorem 3.3, and that 
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each Σ[u, v] is indecomposable in PRep(UQ) because any nontrivial periodic decom-
position of it would produce a nontrivial decomposition of I[u, v] in a sufficiently long 
truncation of UQ. �
Remark 6.4. The argument given above also establishes that the multiplicity function 
Bar(W ) → N>0 of W ∈ PRep(UQ) can be recovered from the decomposition (into 
indecomposables) of a sufficiently large but finite zigzag persistence module. More pre-
cisely, let D ∈ Z be chosen so that for any [u, v] ∈ Bar(W ) there is a c ∈ Z satisfying 
[u + cn, v + cn] ⊂ [1, D − 1]. Then there is a one-to-one correspondence between the 
non-zero summands of the decompositions of W and the truncation W 0,D. In fact, 
D := (dimW0 + 2)n always suffices: if [u, v] lies in Bar(W ), then we have

#([u, v] ∩ nZ) ≤ dimW0 and v − u < (dimW0 + 1)n = D − n,

so the translation of [u, v] by nZ whose starting point is in [1, n] is included in [1, D−1].

There is an evident lift map that sends objects of Rep(Q) to those of Rep(UQ)
defined as follows. The lift L V of a representation V of Q assigns Vxj

to every vertex in 
UQ0 of the form (xj , c) and similarly Vej to every edge of the form (ej , c) in UQ1. We 
note that L V is called the infinite cyclic covering in [7].

Example 6.5. Continuing Examples 3.5 and 6.2, here are the representation N[1, 9] of the 
Ã6 quiver from Example 3.5 and its lift L (N[1, 9]). As before, unlabelled edges carry 
identity maps:

K

K [ 0
1

] K2 K2 K2
[1 0]

K

· · ·
[1 0]

K K K [ 0
1

] K2 K2 K2
[1 0]

K K K [ 0
1

] · · ·

Given a morphism f : V → V ′ in Rep(Q), the lifted morphism L f : L V → L V ′ is 
given by

L f(xj ,c) = fxj
for all c ∈ Z.

Thus, the morphisms of PRep(UQ) lying in the image of L are always periodic even 
though – as mentioned above – morphisms in PRep(Q) are not periodic in general. As 
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a consequence, we can not expect all the indecomposable representations from Defini-
tion 3.4 to lift to indecomposable representations in PRep(UQ) from Proposition 6.3. 
However, we have the following convenient result.

Proposition 6.6. Let L : Rep(Q) → PRep(UQ) be the lift functor. Then,

(1) for every interval [u, v] ⊂ Z, we have

L (N[u, v]) = Σ[u, v],

where the right side is as defined in Proposition 6.3. And moreover,
(2) for each field element λ 	= 0 in K and integer w ≥ 1, we have

L (T[λ;w]) = I[−∞,∞]w.

Proof. The matrices in the description of N[u, v] from Definition 3.4 are already in 
barcode form (see [24, Definition 2.2]), so the desired interval decomposition of L N[u, v]
can be directly inferred from these matrices. Moreover, since all the matrices in the 
description of T[λ; w] are isomorphisms, it follows from Theorem 3.3 that there exists a 
change of basis which turns them all into identities. �
7. HN filtrations of affine type Ã quivers

Let Q be a quiver of type Ãn as defined in (4), and fix a representation V 	= 0 of Q
valued in vector spaces over an algebraically closed field K. Our goal here is to relate 
the HN filtration of V along the Euler stability condition (from Definition 4.3) to the 
barcode decomposition of the lifted representation L V ∈ Rep(UQ) which has been 
described in Proposition 6.3.

The first task at hand is to compute the Euler slopes of all indecomposables in Rep(Q)
— we recall from Theorem 3.6 that these have form N[u, v] and T[λ; w], both of which 
have been described in Definition 3.4. There is a single number pu,v ∈ {0, 1, 2} which de-
termines the sign of the Euler slope of each N[u, v], and it admits the following graphical 
description (with u′ := u mod n and v′ := v mod n):

Explicitly, pu,v counts whether the edge eu′ has target u′ and whether the edge ev′+1
has target v′. The cases pu,v = 0, 1, 2 are equivalent [17, Sec 11.3] to N[u, v] being called 
respectively pre-injective, regular and pre-projective in standard texts [27,33].

Proposition 7.1. The Euler slopes of indecomposable representations in Rep(Q) are given 
as follows.
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(1) For each [u, v] ⊂ Z, we have

ϕε(N[u, v]) = 1 − pu,v
v − u + 1 .

(2) For each nonzero λ ∈ K and integer w ≥ 1, we have

ϕε(T[λ;w]) = 0.

Proof. The second assertion follows from the following elementary calculation: for each 
λ and w as above, by Definitions 3.4 and 4.3 we have

ϕε(T[λ;w]) =
∑

x∈Q0
(1 − degin(x)) · w∑

x∈Q0
w

.

Since 
∑

x∈Q0
degin(x) equals the cardinality of the edge set, we obtain

ϕε(T[λ;w]) = #Q0 − #Q1

#Q0
.

The numerator on the right side vanishes, as desired, because both cardinalities equal n.
Turning now to N[u, v], by the discussion preceding Definition 4.3 we have

ϕε(N[u, v]) = χ(X; S N[u, v])∑
x∈Q0

dimN[u, v]x
. (11)

Here X denotes the underlying graph of Q, while S : Rep(Q) → Shf(X) is the asso-
ciated sheaf functor from Definition 4.1. This associated sheaf is locally constant on a 
decomposition of X into two disjoint intervals X = A �B, whose exact nature depends 
on the value of pu,v. In particular, setting � := v−u

n �, let A ⊂ X be the union of cells 
on which N[u, v] has dimension � +1, and let B be the complement of A in X (on which 
N[u, v] necessarily has dimension �). Whether A is closed, clopen or open in X depends 
on pu,v being 0, 1 or 2. Therefore, A’s Euler characteristic is

χ(A) =

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
+1 pu,v = 0,

0 pu,v = 1,
−1 pu,v = 2.

Equivalently, we have χ(A) = 1 − pu,v.
Now the numerator in (11) is given by

χ(X; S N[u, v]) = χ(A;K�+1
A) + χ(B;K�

B),

where K�+1
A is the constant K�+1-valued sheaf on A, etc. Thus,
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χ(X; S N[u, v]) = χ(A) · (� + 1) + χ(B) · �.

By additivity of the Euler characteristic, we have χ(B) = −χ(A) since X is homeomor-
phic to a circle and satisfies χ(X) = 0. Therefore, χ(X; S N[u, v]) equals χ(A), which 
in turn equals 1 − pu,v. Finally, the denominator in (11) is

(� + 1) · (v′ − u′ + 1) + � · (n− (v′ − u′ + 1))

=(v′ − u′ + 1) + �n,

which, by definition of �, simplifies to v − u + 1 as desired. �
Next, we seek to establish that all the indecomposable representations in Rep(Q) are 

ε-semistable. In light of Lemma 5.1, it suffices to show that the inequality ϕε(I) ≤ ϕε(I ′)
holds whenever we have an injective morphism I ↪→ I ′ between a pair of indecomposables 
in Rep(Q). There are only three nontrivial cases of I ↪→ I ′ to consider, which – based on 
the slope computations from Proposition 7.1 – we call (++), (0−) and (−−). Explicitly,

(++) has N[u, v] ↪→ N[ū, ̄v] with pu,v = 0 = pū,v̄,
(0−) has T[λ; w] ↪→ N[u, v] with pu,v = 2,
(−−) has N[u, v] ↪→ N[ū, ̄v] with pu,v = 2 = pū,v̄.

Remark 7.2. If we have an injective morphism U ↪→ V in Rep(Q), then for every edge 
e ∈ Q1 the linear map Ue is precisely the restriction of Ve. It follows that if Ve is injective, 
then so is Ue. We note that all the edges are assigned injective maps in T[λ; w]; but 
exactly 2 − pu,v edges are assigned a map with a nontrivial kernel by N[u, v]. Therefore, 
the case (+0) involving N[u, v] ↪→ T[λ; w] for pu,v = 0 never arises. And similarly, all 
the cases involving N[u, v] ↪→ N[ū, ̄v] with pu,v < pū,v̄ are impossible.

The following proposition can be seen as a corollary of [22, Prop 5.2]. We prove it 
here without using any property of tame hereditary algebras except the decomposition 
from Definition 3.4.

Proposition 7.3. The indecomposable representations of Q are all ε-semistable.

Proof. We treat each of the three cases separately.

Case (++): The injectivity requirement from Remark 7.2 forces both u = ū mod n

and v = v̄ mod n, and (translating if necessary) we may as well assume that ū = u

and v̄ = v + cn for some c ∈ Z. If c is negative, then (v − u − 1) exceeds (v̄ − u − 1), 
which implies ϕε(N[u, v]) < ϕε(N[u, ̄v]) by Proposition 7.1. Thus, we assume that c is 
non-negative and seek to verify that c = 0. Consider the lifts

W := L (N[u, v]) and W ′ := L (N[u, v̄])
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which are defined on the unwinding UQ. By Proposition 6.6, we have W = Σ[u, v] and 
W ′ = Σ[u, ̄v]. The injective map N[u, v] ↪→ N[u, ̄v] in Rep(Q) lifts to an injective map 
ι : W ↪→ W ′ in PRep(UQ). Restricting to the finite type A subquiver obtained by 
truncating UQ to [ρ−1(u) − 1, ρ−1(v̄) + 1], we obtain a distinguished interval [u, v] in 
Bar(W ) that is generated by the kernel of Wρ−1(u). Similarly, there is an interval [u, ̄v]
in Bar(W ′) generated by the kernel of W ′

ρ−1(u). The fact that ι induces an injective map 
I[u, v] ↪→ I[u, ̄v] in Rep(Q′) now forces v = v̄ by (7). Thus, N[u, v] and N[ū, ̄v] have 
equal slopes by Proposition 7.1.

Case (0−): Proceeding as in the previous case, we define the relevant lifts W of T[λ; w]
and W ′ of N[u, v]. By Proposition 6.6, we have

W = I[−∞,∞]w and W ′ = Σ[u, v].

We now claim that there is in fact no injective map T[λ; w] ↪→ N[u, v] in Rep(Q); if 
such a map existed, it would induce an injective map W ↪→ W ′ in PRep(UQ). But by 
the same reasoning as in (7), no infinite interval can map injectively to a direct sum of 
finite intervals.

Case (−−): Since N[u, v] is a sub-representation of N[ū, ̄v] by assumption, we have 
the inequality dimN[u, v]x ≤ dimN[ū, ̄v]x for every vertex x ∈ Q0. By Definition 3.4, 
these inequalities force (v̄− ū+1) ≤ (v−u +1), whence Proposition 7.1 guarantees that 
we have ϕε(N[u, v]) ≤ ϕε(N[ū, ̄v]) as desired. �

Here is our main result, which is Theorem (B) from the Introduction.

Theorem 7.4. Let Q be an acyclic quiver of type Ãn and let V be a representation of Q
over an algebraically closed field. Let d∗ : Bar(L V ) → N>0 be the multiplicity function 
of the lift of V , and let Sj = V j/V j−1 be the successive quotients in the HN filtration of 
V along ε.

If ϕε(Sj) is nonzero, then it is of the form ϕε(Sj) = 1
k for some nonzero integer 

k ∈ Z �=0 and for each vertex x ∈ Q0 we have:

dim(Sj)x =
∑

N[u,v]

d∗u,v · dimN[u, v]x (12)

where the sum is over all N[u, v] appearing in the decomposition of V such that pu,v =
1 −sign(k) and v−u +1 = |k|. Similarly, if ϕε(Sj) equals 0, then for each vertex x ∈ Q0, 
we have:

dim(Sj)x = d∗−∞,∞ +
∑

N[u,v]

d∗u,v · dimN[u, v]x (13)

where the sum is over indecomposable summands N[u, v] of V that satisfy pu,v = 1.
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Proof. From Theorem 3.6, we know that there exist integers du,v > 0 and dλ;w > 0 so 
that V decomposes as

V �
⊕
[u,v]

N[u, v]du,v ⊕
⊕
λ,w

T[λ;w]dλ;w ,

where the first sum is over [u, v] ⊂ Z with u ∈ [0, n − 1] such that N[u, v] ∈ Ind(V ) and 
the second sum is over (λ, w) ∈ (K − {0}) ×N>0 such that T[λ; w] ∈ Ind(V ). Similarly, 
by Proposition 6.3 we have integers d∗u,v > 0 and d∗∞ > 0 satisfying

L V �
⊕
[u,v]

Σ[u, v]d
∗
u,v ⊕

⊕
(λ,w)

I[−∞,∞]d
∗
∞

By Proposition 6.6 and the additivity of the lift functor, we obtain the following relations3
between the multiplicities of indecomposables in V and in L V :{

du,v = d∗u,v∑
λ,w w · dλ;w = d∗∞

(14)

where [u, v] ⊂ Z and (λ, w) ∈ (K − {0}) × N>0. We use the convention dI = 0 when 
the indecomposable I is not in Ind(V ), and similarly d∗I = 0 when I is not in Ind(L V ). 
Consider a successive quotient Sj := V j/V j−1 of the HN filtration of V . By Proposi-
tions 2.5 and 7.3, the quotient Sj can be written as the direct sum of the indecomposable 
summands of V with the same slopes as Sj . By combining this result with (14) and Propo-
sition 7.1, we obtain that when ϕε(Sj) is nonzero, it is of the form 1/k with k ∈ Z �=0. In 
that case, the dimension vector of Sj can be decomposed as a sum over indecomposables 
N[u, v] with pu,v = 1 − sign(k) and v − u + 1 = |k|:

dimSj =
∑

N[u,v]

d∗u,v · dimN[u,v].

When ϕε(Sj) = 0, there is an extra term induced by the summands of the form T[λ; w]:

dimSj = d∗∞ · dimT[1;1] +
∑

N[u,v]

d∗u,v · dimN[u,v],

and the sum is over indecomposables N[u, v] such that pu,v = 1. This last formula 
simplifies further since dimT[1;1] equals one at every vertex of Q. �

Let η(V ) := (dimSj )j be the dimension vectors of the successive quotients Sj =
V j/V j−1 in the HN filtration of V along ε. The assignment V �→ η(V ) is a discrete 

3 These formulae were established by Burghelea and Haller [8, Lemma 2.1(a)] in the case of alternating 
type Ãn quivers.
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invariant under isomorphisms in Rep(Q). Theorem 7.4 implies the following two results 
respectively about the discriminating power of η(V ) and about its the computability:

Corollary 7.5. For all [u, v] ⊂ Z satisfying pu,v 	= 1, the multiplicity of N[u, v] in the 
decomposition of V into indecomposables can be retrieved from η(V ).

Proof. Consider an interval [u, v] ⊂ Z such that pu,v 	= 1, and let Au,v be the set of 
indecomposables with the same Euler slope as N[u, v] that occur in the decomposition 
of V into indecomposable summands. By Proposition 7.1, the slope of N[u, v] is nonzero 
and the intervals [u′, v′] ⊂ Z satisfying N[u′, v′] ∈ Au,v have the same value of p and the 
same length as [u, v].

We claim that the membership of N[u, v] in Au,v and its multiplicity in the decom-
position of V can be obtained via the relation

dimSj
u∗ − dimSj

(u−1)∗ =
{
du,v if N[u, v] ∈ Au,v

0 otherwise

where a∗ denotes the residue modulo n of an integer a. Indeed, by equation (12), the 
difference dimSj

u∗ − dimSj
(u−1)∗ can be decomposed as

∑
N[u′,v′]∈Au,v

du′,v′ ·
[
#([u′, v′] ∩ (nZ + u)) − #([u′, v′] ∩ (nZ + u− 1))

]
.

The summands in the above sum are null unless either u′ = u mod n or v′+1 = u mod n. 
The latter case does not happen as pu′,v′ = pu,v forces eu mod n and e(v′+1) mod n to have 
different orientations. The former case, u′ = u mod n, only happens when [u′, v′] is a 
translation by nZ of [u, v] since [u′, v′] and [u, v] are required to have the same length. �

We will represent the invariant η(V ) = (dimSj)j by a collection of lists indexed by 
the vertices x ∈ Q0:

η(V )x,• :=
{
(j,dimSj

x) | 1 � j � �, and Sj
x 	= 0

}
.

Each of these n lists η(V )x,• has size at most dimVx and are sorted by their first co-
ordinate. One can for instance retrieve the dimension of Sj

x in time O(log(dimVx)) by 
searching for a pair (j, d) ∈ η(V )x,•. Let V and W be two representations of Q such 
that each of their spaces Vx and Wx has dimension at most Δ. Then deciding whether 
η(V ) = η(W ) from the lists η(V )x,• and η(W )x,• only takes time O(nΔ).

Corollary 7.6. The invariant η(V ) can be computed from d∗ in time O(nΔ log Δ) where 
Δ := maxx∈Q0 dimVx.
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Proof. Using its periodicity, we represent the multiplicity function d∗ as the list of all 
the pairs ([u, v], d∗u,v) such that d∗u,v > 0 and u ∈ {−∞} ∪ {0, 1, . . . , n− 1}. By equation 
(14), each such pair ([u, v], d∗u,v) contributes d∗u,v × (v − u + 1) to 

∑
x∈Q0

dimVx; unless 
u = −∞, in which case the contribution is d∗∞ × n. As a consequence, d∗ has at most 
nΔ elements. Moreover, there are O(

√
nΔ) different lengths of intervals in Bar(L V )

and those lengths take values in [1, nΔ] ∪ {∞}. By Theorem 7.4, there are � = O(
√
nΔ)

steps in the HN filtration of V . One can thus associate to each element in d∗, the index 
j of the quotient Sj to which it contributes in total time O(nΔ).

We initialise the lists η(V )x,• as empty and we iterate over the O(nΔ) elements of d∗. 
For each pair ([u, v], d∗u,v), we update η(V ) by the contribution of d∗u,v in equations (12)
and (13). The lists η(V )•,x that need to be updated can be determined in constant time 
from [u, v]. Hence, we perform at most nΔ insertions in total and the time complexity 
is dominated by the sorting time O(nΔ log Δ) of the lists η(V )x,•. �

From Remark 6.4 we know that d∗ can be deduced from the decomposition (into 
indecomposables) of a zigzag persistence module of length O(nΔ) with all spaces of di-
mension at most Δ. We assume that V is given as a sequence of matrices indexed by 
edges of Q and that field operations in K require constant time. Then, since the algo-
rithm [9] involves performing one Gaussian elimination per map of the zigzag persistence 
module, it gives a worst-case complexity for the computation of η(V ) of O(nΔ4) where 
Δ := maxx∈Q0 dimVx.

Remark 7.7. Consider the special case where we are given as input a circular zigzag 
diagram of simplicial complexes and inclusion maps, e.g.,

Kn−1

K0 K1 K2 . . . Kn−2

where each arrow denotes an inclusion of simplicial complexes which only differ by one 
simplex. We wish to compute η(Hi(K•)) where Hi(K•) is obtained by taking the ho-
mology (with K coefficients) in dimension i of the given diagram. We denote m ∈ N, 
the number of simplices in the largest simplicial complex among K0, K1, . . . , Kn−1. Since 
dimHi(Kx) � m for all x ∈ Q0, the dimension function d∗ can be computed by using the 
algorithm [10, Section 4] directly on a zigzag of at most mn simplicial complexes with 
at most m simplices each. As a consequence, the worst-case complexity for computing 
d∗ and η(V ) is O(nm3). Such a framework arises for instance when considering fibres of 
certain circle-valued maps on a finite simplicial complex [7].

Finally, we note that although the results obtained above require K to be algebraically 
closed, one can always fix bases for the vector spaces of a given V ∈ Rep(Q) and consider 
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a new representation V + with the same matrix description but now over the algebraic 
closure K of K. The isomorphism class of V + only depends on the isomorphism class of 
V , and as such, η(V +) still constitutes an (incomplete) invariant of V . By Theorem 7.4
above, this invariant can be related to the barcode of L V + in the category of UQ-
representations valued in vector spaces over K.
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